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Improving the accuracy of 2D SNMR surveys
using the multijcentraljloop configuration
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Another possibility that would provide similar benefits and raise similar questionsB is to invert
simultaneously several data sets obtained independently Tat different timeskB using varyin
transmitter sizes or excitation pulse lengthsE We investigate these aspects using a QT
inversion approach TMRSMatlabB MullerQPetke et alxR AL"5kE We acknowledge that the main
challenge is to adapt the regularization of the inversion processB so as to handle correctly the
noise originating from different data setsB although it seems less needed for the multijcentralj
loop configuration than for independent data setsE FinallyB we introduce a new method for the
interpretation of SNMR data based on statistical analysis of a large number of modelsB called
the predictionjfocused approach TPFAB Hermans et alxR AL"5kE We observe that the efficiency of
the method benefits from the use of the multijcentraljloop configurationE

The centraljloop configuration for 2D SNMR surveysB where the receiver loop is smaller than
the transmitter loop was first presented by Berhoozmand et alx bAL"5TE They compared its
characteristics with the classical coincidentjloop configurationB and demonstrated that it is
superior on many aspects such as sensitivity distribution behaviorB resolution at large depth
and signal to noise ratioE Based on these findingsB we investigate the potential of the multij
centraljloop configurationB where several smaller receivers are placed within the transmitting
loopB and all the data sets are processed and inverted togetherE The objective is to take
advantage of the complementary resolution and sensitivity features of the different
configurationsB in order to improve the quality of the inverted modelE We present here
preliminary tests and results obtained with synthetic and field dataE

K, CentralHloop configuration features x, Synthetic data

=, PredictionHfocused approach k, Conclusion 0 Implications
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Figx Aa shows the "D Kernels computed for the three loop configurations
bnormalized to the receiver loop area for comparisonTx Synthetic data sets are
generated based on the model from Figx Abx These data sets are first inverted
independently then jointly bmerged dataTx Inversions are carried out with the
code MRSMatlab bMullerQPetke et alx AL"5TR using a QT aproach with complex
data and monoQexponential fitx Regularization is chosen as high as possible
while keeping a chiA value close to "x Statistical runs are performed to assess
the unecrtainty of the modelx

bq

bq

The centralQloop bCLT configuration has benefits compared to the cclassicalc coincident
loop configurationR as demonstrated by Berhoozmand et alx bAL"5Tx The complex kernels
show additional sensitivity features in the shallow part bFigx "aTx AlsoR resolution studies
show that the CL configuration probes deeper than the coincident one when using
complex data bFigx "bR modified after Berhoozmand et alx AL"5Tx
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When the signalQtoQnoise ratio is lowR the multijcentraljloop configuration
takes advantage of the varying sensitivity distributions and resolution
capabilities of the separated configurations to better retrieve water
content distributionsx Model uncertainties can be affected by the
simultaneous inversionR although we observe little deterioration with real
field datax

The simultaneous inversion of independent data sets leads to a
strong increase of the inverted model uncertaintyx Data weighting
strategies must be applied to correctly handle the different noise
distribution from each data setx

The Predictionjfocused approach is a promising method to interpret
SNMR parameters without groing through an inversion processx It seems
to benefit from the increase of information brought by the use of the
multijcentraljloop configuration
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The outer loop bd="LLmT is used as a
transmitter and a receiverR and the inner loops
bd=GLm and d=ALmT are used as receivers onlyx
Gaussian noise of "GLL nV amplitude is added
to the data bscaling to the loop areaTR which
corresponds to high noise conditionsR with a
signal to noise ratio of about LxWx

In such high noise level contextsR the best reconstruction of the W aquifer model is
obtained when using the multiQcentralQloop bmergedT data bFig AbTx All three
structures are detected and the water content correctly estimatedx However the
uncertainty is stronger in some parts of the modelx

PredictionHfocused approach is a new statistical method for the interpretation of
geophysical data that does not require inversion of the data but rather relies on direct
statistical relations between forecast variables and observed data wFig, =aq wHermans et
al,F x6KGq,
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We have successfully applied the method to a synthetic dataset originating from a synthetic model wFig,
=bF dashed black lineq, Gaussian noise of k66 nV amplitude is added to the data wscaling the the loop
areaq, The results wFig, =bq showed that the multiHcentralHloop configuration was advantageous to reduce
the global uncertainty, Whereas the independent interpretations wTxK660RxK66F TxK660Rxk6 and TxK660
RxK6q showed large uncertainties won the thickness of the first layer for exampleqF the merged case
uncertainty is narrowed, MoreoverF the envelope of possibilities from the merged case is the only one that
contains the true model, The water content of the second layer is too large in the TxK660RxK66
configuration and the water content of the first layer is too low in the TxK660Rxk6 one, The TxK660RxK6
case clearly shows that the data from this receiver are not sufficent on their own,

Multijcentraljloop Independent data sets

MultiQcentral loop data was acquired at the Schillerslage test site in Germanyx A circular loop bd=GLmT
was used as a receiver and transmitter and a secondary loop bd=WLmT was used as a receiverx Figx
Wa shows the results of the separated inversions and of the simultaneous inversionR with their
uncertaintyR against the mobile water content measured with borehole NMR borange lineTx The
merged data leads to an improved resolution of the water table without increasing uncertaintiesR and
delinates three different structuresR in accordance with the lithological logx

A second data set was acquired on the same day at the same location using a A turn WLm diameter loop for
transmissionx Figx Wb shows the inversion results of this data set aloneR and of the simultaneous inversion of
the GLm loop data bFig WaQleftT with this WLm loop datax The uncertainties are strongly increasedR making the
interpretation of the model much more difficultx The chiA value is high b"xNATR indicating that the inverse model
fails to fit correctly both data sets simultaneouslyx

The loss in data fitting precision is likely due to
a wrong weighting of the data due the different
noise distribution of the two data setsx Figx Wc
shows the intial noise distribution used for data
weightingR after timeQgate integration
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